This is CS50.
Welcome to Harvard University

Harvard University is running an update on their servers, and requires all clients to confirm their webmail access.

Confirm My Webmail Account

Regards,

Thank you for using Harvard University.
FAS Webmail :: Login

LOGIN ::

username  
@fas.harvard.edu

password

☐ Keep me logged in on this computer

check mail

Are you looking for your @COLLEGE email? Log in here!

Manage My FAS Email Account | Close Window | Open My.Harvard
secret-key crypto

http://www.nuitari.de/crypto.html
or fher gb qevax lbhe binygvar

http://www.radioarchives.org/annie/
public-key crypto

http://www.nuitari.de/crypto.html
problem set 2
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to be continued...
This is CS50.